Herpes Simplex Virus 1 Serine Protease VP24 Blocks the DNA-Sensing Signal Pathway by Abrogating Activation of Interferon Regulatory Factor 3
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ABSTRACT

The interferon (IFN)-mediated antiviral response is a central aspect of host defense; however, viruses have evolved multiple strategies to counteract IFN-mediated responses in order to successfully infect the host. Herpes simplex virus 1 (HSV-1), a typical human-restricted DNA virus, is capable of countering host immune responses via several distinct viral proteins, thus establishing a lifelong latent infection. In this study, we demonstrate that the VP24 protein, a serine protease of HSV-1 essential for the formation and maturation of capsids, is a novel antagonist of the beta interferon (IFN-β) pathway. Here, VP24 was shown for the first time to dampen interferon stimulatory DNA (ISD)-triggered IFN-β production and inhibit IFN-β promoter activation induced by cyclic GMP-AMP synthase (cGAS) and stimulator of interferon genes (STING) and by STING, respectively. Further study demonstrated that ectopic expression of VP24 selectively blocked IFN regulatory factor 3 (IRF3) but not NF-kB promoter activation. In addition, VP24 was demonstrated to downregulate ISD-induced phosphorylation and dimerization of IRF3 during HSV-1 infection with a VP24 stable knockdown human foreskin fibroblast cell line. The underlying molecular mechanism is that VP24 abrogates the interaction between TANK-binding kinase 1 (TBK1) and IRF3, hence impairing IRF3 activation. These results illustrate that VP24 is able to block the production of IFN-β by inhibiting IRF3 activation, which may represent a critical adaptation to enable viral effective replication within the host.

IMPORTANCE

This study demonstrated that HSV-1 protein VP24 could inhibit IFN-β production and promoter activation triggered by ISD, cGAS and STING and by STING, respectively. VP24 selectively blocked IRF3 promoter activation and ISD-induced phosphorylation and dimerization of IRF3 without affecting the NF-kB promoter activation during viral infection. VP24 also inhibited IRF3 activation by impeding the interaction between TBK1 and IRF3 during viral infection. This study provides new insights into the immune evasion mediated by HSV-1 and identifies VP24 as a crucial effector for HSV-1 to evade the host DNA-sensing signal pathway.

The innate immune response of the host is the first line of defense against viral infection and also plays a major part in the subsequent activation of the adaptive immune response. Viral components, such as viral nucleic acids, can be detected by many pathogen recognition receptors (PRRs) which subsequently lead to the induction of type I interferons (IFNs), including alpha/beta IFN (IFN-α/β), and triggering the expression of numerous antiviral proteins (1, 2). PRRs can be divided into membrane-associated receptors, such as the Toll-like receptors, and cytosolic receptors, including retinoic acid-inducible gene I (RIG-I)-like receptors and nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain (NOD)-like receptors (3). Recently, a novel class of cytosolic DNA-sensing receptors has been identified: cyclic GMP-AMP synthase (cGAS), IFN-γ-inducible protein 16 (IFI16), DEAD box polypeptide 41 (DDX41), DNA-dependent activator of IFN regulatory factors (IRFs) (DAI), and several proteins involved in the DNA damage response (4–8).

During the past few years, cGAS has emerged as a predominant cytosolic DNA sensor, which induces IFN-β production by activating stimulator of interferon genes (STING) (9, 10). Upon binding DNA, cGAS is activated and produces cyclic GMP-AMP also known as cGAMP (9–11). The latter interacts with STING and recruits TANK-binding kinase 1 (TBK1), which phosphorlates interferon regulatory factor 3 (IRF3), which then leads to nuclear localization of phosphorylated IRF3 and beta interferon (IFN-β) production (4, 9, 11–14). In turn, newly synthesized IFN-β, which is considered a hallmark of the antiviral response, induces the expression of numerous interferon-stimulated genes (ISGs), such as viperin and interferon-inducible transmembrane proteins, which are responsible for the establishment of an antiviral state in infected cells and in neighboring noninfected cells (2, 15, 16).

Viruses have evolved various strategies to evade host innate immune responses and establish a persistent infection. During productive infection, cellular proteins as well as the viral gene expression could be modulated by virus to avoid host immune responses. Herpes simplex virus 1 (HSV-1), an archetypal mem-
HSV-1 infection triggers a host type I IFN response, which is subsequently shut down by HSV-encoded gene products (20, 21). Previous studies showed that ICP0, an immediate early gene product of HSV-1, could inhibit the activation of IRF3 and NF-kB via its RING finger domain (22–26). ICP27, also an immediate early gene product, was shown to antagonize type I IFN signaling by inhibiting STAT-1 phosphorylation and reducing the accumulation of STAT-1 in the nucleus (27). US3, a serine/threonine protein kinase that is also conserved across the *Herpesviridae* family, was shown to block the expression of IFN-β-dependent genes by hyperphosphorylating IRF3 and p65, respectively (28–30). US11, an RNA-binding tegument protein of HSV-1, interacts with endogenous RIG-I and melanoma differentiation-associated protein 5 (MDA5), resulting in reduced production of IFN-β (31). UL36, the largest tegument protein of HSV-1, could block IFN-β production via its deubiquitinase activity (32). UL42, a DNA polymerase processivity factor, was found to interact with and retain p65 and p50 in the cytoplasm, thus inhibiting NF-kB activation (33). Our previous research also revealed that VP16, an abundant virion phosphoprotein, could inhibit IRF3 from recruiting its coactivator CREB-binding protein, thereby blocking its transactivation activity (34). Last, the virion host shutoff protein triggers degradation of host mRNAs, for example, vimentin and zinc finger antiviral protein, and contributes to an overall decrease in host protein synthesis (35–39).

The scaffold proteins of HSV-1 encoded by overlapping in-frame UL26 and UL26.5 transcripts are essential for formation and maturation of capsids (40). During capsid maturation, the UL26-encoded (31) protease processes itself to release the N-terminal protease domain VP24 (40, 41). However, the role of VP24 in immune evasion is still unknown.

In this study, a serine protease VP24 of HSV-1 was shown for the first time to dampen interferon stimulatory DNA (ISD)- and cGAS-STING-mediated IFN-β production. The underlying molecular mechanism is that VP24 abrogates the interaction between TBK1 and IRF3, thus inhibiting the activation of IRF3 by blocking its phosphorylation and dimerization.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Cells, viruses, and antibodies. HEK 293T cells and human foreskin fibroblast (HFF) cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) (Gibco-BRL) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 100 U/ml of penicillin and streptomycin as described previously (31, 42). The wild-type (WT) HSV-1 F strain was propagated in Vero cells and titrated as described previously (42).

The protease inhibitor mixture cocktail was purchased from Cell Signaling Technology (CST) (Boston, MA). RIPA lysis buffer was purchased from Beyotime (Shanghai, China). Mouse antihemagglutinin (anti-HA) monoclonal antibody (MAb) was purchased from Abmart (Shanghai, China). Mouse anti-TBK1 polyclonal antibody (Pab) and mouse anti-β-actin MAb were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA). Rabbit anti-IRF3 Pab and rabbit antibody against HSV-1 VP24 were made by GL Biochem Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Rabbit antiserum against IRF3-S396 (IRF3 phosphorylated at Ser396) was from Rongtuan Lin (McGill University, Canada). Rabbit anti-IRF3 PAb and rabbit antibody against HSV-1 VP24 were made by GL Biochem Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Mouse antihemagglutinin (anti-HA) monoclonal antibody, and 30 μl of a 1:1 slurry of protein A/G Plus-agarose (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA) for at least 4 h or overnight at 4°C. The beads were washed four times with 1 ml of lysis buffer containing 500 mM NaCl and then subjected to WB analysis. All IP assays were repeated at least three times, and similar data were obtained.

Native PAGE. Native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) was performed using ReadyGels (7.5%; Bio-Rad) as described in our previous study (18). In brief, the gel was prerun with 25 mM Tris and 192 mM glycine, pH 8.4, with 1% deoxycholate (DOC) in the cathode chamber for 30 min at 40 mA. Samples in native sample buffer (10 μg protein, 62.5 mM Tris-Cl [pH 6.8], 15% glycerol, and 1% DOC) were size fractionated by electrophoresis for 60 min at 25 mA and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes for WB analysis.

**RESULTS**

VP24 inhibits ISD-mediated production of IFN-β and the activation of IFN-β promoter induced by cGAS-STING or STING alone. To determine whether VP24 affected the production of IFN-β induced by ISD, HFF were transfected with a shRNA specific for VP24 (HFF-shVP24) or a scrambled shRNA as a control (HFF-shNC) to screen for stably transfected cell lines. HFF-shVP24 and HFF-shNC were infected with HSV-1 for 16 h, and then the cells were harvested and subjected to WB to analyze the knockdown efficiency of VP24 small interfering RNA (siRNA). As shown in Fig. 1A, a relatively low level of VP24 was detected in the cell lysates.
shVP24-transfected cells (shVP24 cells) compared with shNC-transfected cells (shNC cells) during HSV-1 infection. Protein level of UL42 was measured in shNC and shVP24 cell lines as a control, which indicated that other viral proteins were not affected in VP24 knockdown cells (Fig. 1A). Meanwhile, HFF-shNC/VP24 and HFF-shNC were infected with HSV-1 for 2 h before ISD transfection. The cells were then harvested at 8 hpi and subjected to qRT-PCR to analyze IFN-β mRNA. As a result, mRNA of endogenous IFN-β was strongly upregulated by ISD transfection, whereas VP24 reduced the accumulation of endogenous IFN-β mRNA and knockdown of VP24 recovered its mRNA to a certain extent (Fig. 1B) (18S rRNA was used as an internal control). In HEK 293T cells, ectopic expression of cGAS or a minimal amount of STING alone failed to activate the IFN-β promoter, while cotransfection of the same amounts of cGAS and STING plasmids activated the IFN-β promoter (11). However, ectopic expression of a large amount of STING alone successfully activates the IFN-β promoter (50). To further determine the role of the VP24 protein in the inhibition of cGAS-STING-induced IFN-β promoter activation, HEK 293T cells were cotransfected with a Flag-tagged VP24 expression plasmid and an IFN-β promoter construct and subjected to dual-luciferase reporter (DLR) assays to detect IFN-β promoter activity. As expected, transfection with cGAS and a minimal amount of STING plasmids or a large amount of STING plasmid resulted in strong induction of IFN-β promoter activity; in contrast, ectopic expression of VP24 inhibited the activation of the IFN-β promoter (Fig. 1C and D). Taken together, these results demonstrated that VP24 expression dramatically reduced ISD-mediated production of endogenous IFN-β and blocked IFN-β promoter activation induced by cGAS-STING or STING.

**VP24 inhibits the phosphorylation and dimerization of IRF3.** IRF3 is a crucial transcription factor in the IFN-β signaling pathway; in response to cellular stimulation, IRF3 is phosphorylated by TBK1, leading to its homodimerization and translocation into the nucleus. To investigate whether VP24 inhibited the phosphorylation and dimerization of IRF3, we transfected HEK 293T cells with Flag-VP24 plasmids and a minimal amount of STING plasmid (2.5 ng) or a large amount of STING plasmid (200 ng), respectively. Renilla luciferase reporter plasmid (pRL-TK; 50 ng) was introduced into each transfection as an internal control to normalize transfection efficiency. Cells were harvested at 24 h posttransfection and subjected to the DLR assay to detect the IFN-β reporter activity. The data represent results from one of the triplicate experiments.

**VP24 inhibits activation of the IFN-β promoter through IRF3 elements.** The transcription of IFN-β depends on synergistic interactions of NF-κB and IRFs that bind to distinct regulatory domains in the promoter. To examine the role of VP24 in inhibition of cGAS-STING- or STING-mediated activation of IRFs and NF-κB, the expression of luciferase reporter genes driven by IRF3 or NF-κB element (IRF3-Luc or NF-κB-Luc) in the IFN-β promoter were measured. As a result, ectopic expression of cGAS and a minimal amount of STING or a large amount of STING alone resulted in strong induction of both IRF3-Luc and NF-κB-Luc promoter activity; however, ectopic expression of VP24 inhibited IRF3-Luc, but not NF-κB-Luc, promoter activity (Fig. 2A to D). Taken together, these results demonstrated that VP24 selectively blocked IRF3 promoter activation.

**VP24 inhibits IFN-β production by targeting IRF3.** To determine which level in the pathway VP24 blocks IFN-β expression, HEK 293T cells were cotransfected with VP24 plasmids and plasmids expressing adaptor protein downstream of STING, including TBK1 kinase and the active form of IRF3 (IRF3/5D). All expression constructs resulted in a 180- to 600-fold induction of IRF3-Luc reporter activity (Fig. 2A and B). Activation driven by TBK1 was inhibited more than 90% (Fig. 3A), and activation driven by IRF3/5D was not affected (Fig. 3B). Collectively, these results suggested that VP24 inhibited the IFN antiviral response at the IRF-3 level.
ylation of IRF-3, HFF transfected with pSIREN-shNC or pSIREN-shVP24 (HFF-shNC/shVP24 cells) were infected with WT HSV-1 before ISD transfection, and robust phosphorylation of IRF-3 was observed in HFF-shNC cells following ISD stimulation (Fig. 3A). However, HSV-1 infection abrogated the phosphorylation of IRF-3, and knockdown of VP24 restored its phosphorylation (Fig. 4A). Similarly, IRF-3 dimerization was markedly reduced during HSV-1 infection, and knockdown of VP24 recovered its dimerization (Fig. 4B). Taken together, these results demonstrated that VP24 dampened the activation of IRF-3 induced by ISD.

VP24 prevents the interaction between endogenous TBK1 and IRF3 during HSV-1 infection by interacting with IRF3. On the basis of these data, we speculate that VP24 might affect the interaction between TBK1 and IRF3. To test our hypothesis, we next determined ISD-induced interaction between TBK1 and IRF3 in HFF-shNC and HFF-shVP24 cells infected with HSV-1. HFF-shNC/shVP24 cells were infected with HSV-1 for 2 h before ISD transfection and subjected to the co-IP assay to detect the interaction between endogenous TBK1 and IRF3. As shown in Fig. 5A, HSV-1 infection reduced the interaction between TBK1 and IRF3 induced by ISD, while knockdown of VP24 restored their interaction. These data suggested that VP24 blocked the interaction of TBK1 and IRF3. In order to further explore the underlying mechanisms, HEK 293T cells were transfected with VP24-HA plasmid and subjected to the co-IP assay to detect the interaction between VP24 and IRF3. As a result, VP24 was efficiently co-IPed with IRF3 by anti-IRF3 PAb, but not by nonspecific mouse monoclonal antibody IgG (Fig. 5B). These results demonstrated that VP24 could prevent the interaction between endogenous TBK1 and IRF3 during HSV-1 infection by interacting with IRF3.

DISCUSSION

HSV-1 is a highly successful human pathogen that has evolved multiple evasion mechanisms to facilitate its proliferation. To date, a number of HSV-1 proteins have been reported to inhibit host innate antiviral responses, and all these proteins may function cooperatively during HSV-1 infection. During HSV-1 capsid maturation, the UL26-encoded protease processes itself to release the N-terminal protease domain VP24. However, the role of VP24 in the innate immune response of the host is still largely unknown.

The type I IFN signal pathway is the first line of host innate defense against viral infection, and it is responsible for the induction of numerous ISGs. Recent research reveals that the type I IFN signal pathway is activated upon recognition of viral nucleic acids by several cytosolic DNA sensors, such as cGAS, DAI, IFI16, and DDX41 (51), among which cGAS was considered the major DNA sensor. Upon binding the viral DNA segment, cGAS is activated and produces cGAMP to activate adaptor protein STING, followed by recruitment of TBK1, phosphorylation and nuclear localization of IRF3, and eventually, the series of events lead to IFN-β production. Growing evidence shows that the cGAS-STING DNA-sensing signal pathway plays a pivotal role in host defense against HSV-1 infection. One can speculate that viruses...
might have evolved certain mechanisms to impede the cGAS-STING signal pathway. Ma et al. reported that several Kaposi’s sarcoma-associated herpesvirus (KSHV) proteins could block IFN-β promoter activity induced by the cGAS-STING signal pathway. One KSHV protein, viral interferon regulatory factor 1, was identified to inhibit the cytosolic cGAS-STING signal by blocking the STING–TBK1 interaction (11). A recent study by Wu et al. revealed that KSHV ORF52, a gammaherpesvirus-specific tegument protein, could prevent cGAS-mediated DNA-sensing signal by directly inhibiting cGAS enzymatic activity (52). However, until now, little has been known about the countermeasures by DNA viruses against the cGAS-STING signal pathway, and no HSV-1 gene product has been found to target this pathway yet. IRF3 also plays a crucial role in the cGAS-STING signal pathway, as all signals ultimately converge at IRF3 or IRF7. Therefore, it is not surprising that viruses have evolved strategies to counteract innate immune responses by targeting IRF3.

Taken together, our results provide further information on the mechanism by which HSV-1 antagonizes the host antiviral innate immune response. In the present study, we have demonstrated that the HSV-1 VP24 protein inhibited cGAS-STING-mediated IFN-β signaling pathway by blocking the interaction between TBK1 and IRF3 during HSV-1 infection. The findings in this study expand our knowledge on the molecular mechanisms by which HSV-1 counteracts the antiviral innate immunity of the host to ensure its replication and spread.
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